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Abstract
As the Web grows and the amount of available information increases, new problems such as information overload or lost-in-hyperspace problem emerge. The solution
is to shift from “one-size-fits-all” approach and to provide personalized surfing experience, which would take
into account differences among users. These differences
are captured in a user model, a structure holding all relevant user-related information. We present contributions
in both data collection and processing stages of user modeling process, focusing on open corpus web-based systems, where the content can be dynamically added or
changed and we have no content available in the design
stage of the web-based system. We introduce two methods falling within the scope of data collection stage, a
method for comprehensive logging of user activity on the
Web with preserved semantics, which combines client side
and server side logging into a stream of user events with
clearly defined meaning, and a method for capturing logs
of “wild” Web surfing based on a specialized proxy sever.
The second group of methods, devoted to actual user
model creation within an open corpus environment consists of a method for user model inference based on rules
expressing navigational patterns, a method for term-based
open corpus user modeling, which can be applied to capture user’s interest across the third-party web-sites and
web-based systems. We proposed also a method for finding relations between terms based on folksonomies, which
supports our term-based user modeling approach. The
proposed methods were evaluated by means of software
tools that were incorporated in research projects aimed
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1. Introduction
There is no doubt that the Internet and its most-popular
service World Wide Web have changed our everyday lives.
Especially the Web has become an ubiquitous source of
information, a communication tool, shopping mall etc.
Ubiquity of the Web along with the rise of user-generated
content of Web 2.0 result in an incredible growth of the
amount of available information, which bring new problems such as information overload or lost-in-hyperspace
problem. These are addressed by personalization, which
takes into account individual characteristics of an individual to tailor the presentation, recommend navigation or
adjust the functionality of the web-based system.
If we want to be able to provide a user with a personalized experience within our web site, we need to base our
personalization on some type of user profile, an instance
of a user model. The model can represent various features of the user as an individual such as demographic
information (age, education level, interests, preferences,
knowledge etc.) or can represent the overall context of
user’s work, including platform, bandwidth or location.
Recently, the Web and its research got fascinated by a social phenomenon. Not only that people are more present
on the Web, as they got the tools such as wikis, blogs,
social tagging systems or social applications, which allows them to actively participate on the creation of web
content, but we discovered the power of masses, wisdom
of crowds, which can be used to organize the web content
and to provide personalized recommendations using social
relationships and group membership. The key are communities, either having real-life back-end or pure virtual
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ad-hoc communities of people sharing a common property at the given time [8]. While usage driven adaptation, mainly in form or statistics-based recommendations
is becoming very popular way of navigation, especially in
news portals (e.g., simple recommendation of the most
visited content within a time window), other forms of
social recommendations, which would take into account
various aspects of a personalized user community are still
rather seldom. The challenge is how to represent, build
and use a user model for a dynamically changing, often
user-generated content.
In this work, we present a contribution in the field of user
modeling for adaptive web-based systems, focusing on a
shift from static, closed-corpus application domain into
dynamic, vast and thus open-corpus application domains
such as the Web is. We also target on enrichment of the
user model as well as the user modeling process by socialrelated information. This can be shrink down into two
major goals:
• proposal of novel approaches to collection of data
about user, which are independent of the chosen domain, separate thoroughly the data collection from
the subsequent inference of higher level characteristics and are at the same time unobtrusive from the
user’s perspective.
• proposal of novel approaches to user model representation and inference, which respect the openness
and dynamics of the information space. We aim at
investigating the potential of navigational patterns
in the dynamic information spaces as the means of
navigation are rather constant even if the content is
changing dynamically. We concern to explore such
representations of domain and user models, which
would allow for automatic and unobtrusive acquisition of these models in the vast and dynamic environment and provide a suitable basis for subsequent
personalization of information space exploration.

2. User Modeling
User model represents all kind of information related to
user and user’s context, which are required in order to
provide personalized user experience. It can hold various
features of the user (user characteristics) as an individual
such as demographic information (age, education level,
interests, preferences, knowledge etc.), or can represent
the overall context of the user’s work, including platform,
bandwidth or location.
Current adaptive web-based systems use mostly the following two types of user models [6, 5]:
• stereotype group model – is the simplest form of a
user model, which maps the individual user onto one
of (usually) predefined groups. All members of the
group would experience the same “personalized” system. The most simple form of a stereotype model is
a scalar model [10], expressing only one user characteristic (usually level of knowledge) by a single value
on a particular scale (e.g., good, average, none).
• overlay individual model – is currently the most popular user model representation, where the model reflects user characteristics related to individual parts
of a domain model – it adds a layer with user-related
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information on the top of the domain model for each
user.

The advantage of stereotype group model is its ease of
use and relatively simple initialization. The user can be
assigned a stereotype (group membership) according to
answers of few questions or eventually according to the
initial behavior in the system. Disadvantage of stereotype
group model lies in limited personalization possibilities.
In fact, there is no personalization at all, as we can only
speak about an adaptation when the system does not consider the user as an individual, does not build and maintain a user model and is based purely on rather coarsegrained stereotypes (which is often the case if we define
stereotypes manually). This results in “one-size-fits-all”
problem of personalization for all users within one stereotype.
An overlay individual model deals with this kind of a problem, when a personalized system creates a separate user
model for each user. The challenge of overlay user modeling is in the complicated acquisition of user model. While
in case of a model based on stereotypes, the only required
task is to assign a stereotype to the user, overlay user
modeling must discover and assign a user-related information to each element of a domain model. When considering maintenance of user models, it is easier to detect and
react to a change in one stereotype compared to a change
in one of many user characteristics related to particular
domain elements. Another problem of overlay model lies,
which we need to deal with, is its increased demand for
system resources as the number of user increase.
The solution of the aforementioned issues lies in employment of specialized approaches, which are a must in case
of a large or even open information spaces. One way is to
create a more loose coupling of user and domain models,
where characteristics relate to types and/or attributes of
concepts, not the concepts themselves. Another solution
could be the use of different strategies for user model acquisition, which would use distinct layers within the overlay user model. Like that, we can create one overlay only
in such parts of the information space which were already
visited by the user and use information from this layer to
set or update information in another layer covering the
rest of the information space [23].
The latter mentioned approach shows us a very important
aspect of layering furthermore the overlay user model.
Each user model consists of at least an evidence layer
(called also usage data layer [7]) holding facts about user
interactions with the system. Even if this layer does not
hold any user characteristics, it can be used as a basis for
personalization. Next, we can add additional layers representing higher level characteristics coming from different
sources or inferred by employing different strategies with
various reliability and accuracy.

2.1 User Modeling Process
User Model life cycle is defined by a sequence of actions
performed by an adaptive web-based system during user’s
interaction. The process is depicted in the Fig. 1.
We separate the user modeling process into three distinct
stages, as defined in [6]:
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Figure 1: User model life cycle derived from [6].
1. data collection, when an adaptive system collects
various user-related data such as forms and
questionnaires filled-in by the user, logs of user
activity within the system, feedback given by the
user to a particular domain item, information
about user’s context (device, browser, bandwidth,
etc.). All these information represent observable
facts and are stored in an evidence layer of the
user model. The facts can be supplied also from
external sources, for instance we can acquire
information about user relationships with other
users from an external application for social
networking.
2. user model inference, when an adaptive system processes the data from the evidence layer into higher
level user characteristics such as interests, preferences or personal traits. It is important to mention
that these are only estimates of the real user characteristics.
3. adaptation and personalization is the actual use of
a user model (both evidence and higher level characteristics layer) to provide a user with personalized
experience when using an adaptive system. The success rate of the supplied adaptation effect gives us
a feedback about an accurateness of the underlying
user model.
The process has a cyclic character, as an adaptive system
continuously acquires new data about the user (influenced
by already performed adaptation and thus by a previous
version of the user model) and continuously refines the
user model to better reflect reality and thus to serve as a
better base for personalization.
An adaptive system must handle specific problems related
to each step of the process. In data collection we must find
a balance between user privacy and amount and nature
of data which is required in order to deliver a successful personalization. We must find such sources of data,
which do not pose additional extra burden on the user
and design data collection process in such a way, which is
unobtrusive and runs automatically in background.
The main challenge of the actual user model inference is
(apart from actual transformation of user action history
into user characteristics) maintenance of user characteris-

tics, which should keep pace with user personal development, changing interests and knowledge.

3. Sources for User Modeling
Whole user modeling process stands and falls by the quality of data (facts) related to the users that an adaptive
system is able to gather. If we aim at automated user
modeling process, which poses no extra burden on user
herself, Data collection stage of the user modeling process is obviously based on user activity logging where two
main approaches exist: the use of standard web server logs
or the deployment of proprietary logging/reporting solutions often tailored to the needs of specific systems. User
model creation is based either on explicit user feedback
or on automatic discovering user characteristics based on
collected data.
Standard web server logs are commonly used as input for
various data mining techniques in Web Usage Mining [13]
whose results are mostly common sequential patterns or
clusters of users and pages. These techniques match the
active user session (or her previously stored profiles) to
usage patterns of user groups. Because of their social
aspect, they do not reveal characteristics of an individual user, which is of our prime interest. Web server logs
cannot be used directly and require very complex preprocessing, trying to identify all accesses of an individual
user within a particular session [12]. Use of proxy servers
and tunnels makes this task non-deterministic, producing
only estimations of log interpretation. More, web server
logs are often incomplete due to the caching mechanism of
web browsers, which usually do not re-request a resource
which was accessed earlier during previous sessions. As
a result, server side logs cannot serve as a satisfactory
standalone source of all user behaviour evidence.
To address some shortcomings of this approach and to
capture information about purely client-side interactions
(e.g., hovering on tooltips) client-side logging methods
were proposed. Most are either pure client-side only systems [19] or standalone desktop applications communicating with a server [15]. Standalone client-side applications
can provide a high level of detail but may present serious threats to user privacy. The use of standard client
web technologies such as JavaScript or Java applets [14]
appears to be more suitable due to its restricted scope of
operation and higher user acceptance though still without
event semantics.
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Pure client-side only solutions suffer from the loss of control over the logging process as users can disable their
execution. Therefore, it is suitable to combine both client
side logging with server side logging.

3.1 User Activity Logging with Semantics
We proposed a method of server-side event logging that
allows for the logging of events with defined semantics by
both server-side and client-side tools and for the integration of these events into continuous streams of events for a
particular user and user session. Moreover, since only individual presentation/interaction tools “understand” the
semantics of events that they process we propose them
to be responsible for the logging of their own events by
means of a specialized logging interface (Figure 2, bottom
right).
We believe that the combination of the two approaches
is necessary, since we have no direct control over the execution of client-side logging mechanisms (no data can be
gathered if the user disables monitoring on the client side).
The combination with the server side logging mechanisms
guarantees that at least some data is always available.
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modeling and adaptation independently of the web-sites
a user is currently visiting. In other words, we need to
shift the whole personalization layer towards the client
side. However, at the same time we want to maintain a
centralized logs of user activities, which serves as a basis for collective wisdom inference when analyzing surfing
behavior of groups of users.
We evaluated a specialized HTTP-based proxy service as
a most suitable host of a personalization layer [2]. As
it has control over user requests and responses from the
Web, it can perform all needed operations. As we mentioned earlier, a comprehensive log of user activity should
result from a combination of server-side and client-side
logging. This is also the case of our proxy-based solution.
When proxy server is sending a web page to the client,
it injects a tracking javascript into it, which updates the
server with information about time user spent actively on
the page, amount of scrolling, which user did on the page
or amount of copy into clipboard actions user performed.
All this client side information are added to a record with
url, ip address, timestamp and referrer.

4. Open Corpus User Modeling
3.1.1 Client-side Logging
Client-side logging captures events that occur entirely on
the client-side (such as Load, Click or Mouseover ) during
user interaction with elements on the displayed pages and
also captures precise time-related data about individual
actions which might be missed by server-side logging. For
each captured event, we collect the following data: type
of event, time when it occurred and the context of the
captured event, e.g. what link was followed.
Furthermore, additional events invisible to the server-side
might be captured such as Change, invoked when the content of a form control changes. The sequence of such
events indicates the order in which a user fills a form.
Another example is the Scroll event, invoked when the
user scrolls the content of a page.

3.1.2 Server-side Logging
We decided not to rely on standard web server logs, which
lead to an application-dependent user modeling solution,
but propose a proprietary server-side logging approach,
similar to user modeling servers described in [17, 11].
Server-side logging aggregates events from various sources
and stores their semantics which mostly include references
to concepts from a domain model. To further separate
log analysis from log creation we devised a common event
ontology that defines the semantics of individual events
and their attributes. Furthermore, to evaluate the reasons
behind user actions we also log the description of display
state of the user interface at the time when an event took
place (what was displayed). This allows us to analyze user
decisions (i.e., occurred events) based on what the user
saw in the web browser interface (i.e., what her reasons
were).

3.2 User Data Collection for Ubiquitous User Modeling on the Web
If we want to shift the personalized browsing experience
from few isolated web applications, each performing its
own user modeling process and thus building its own proprietary user model, we need to find a way how to do user

Traditional methods and techniques for user modeling and
personalization require a limited set of documents, which
need to be described by respective metadata at design
time (and often manually) [9]. Such closed corpus approaches can not effectively keep pace with dynamics of
our world, not to mention the Web, where information are
constantly being updated as well as outdated. Closed corpus adaptive systems, which can provide personalized access to only limited set of resources are competing against
all dynamic and virtually unlimited resources, which can
be however accessed only by one-size-fits-all paradigm.
Open corpus adaptive web-based systems tries to solve the
problem by incorporating metadata and external models, which exist independently of the information space
of hyperlinked documents. If concepts from these models can be linked to the document space at run-time, we
can model user characteristics related to those concepts
instead of documents themselves.

4.1 User Model Inference based on Navigational Patterns
Our approach to data collection described in section 3.1
allows us to employ multiple reasoning agents to process the records of user interactions and update the user
model. We proposed a method built around rule-based
approach to analysis of user logs [4], i.e. a specialized
rule formalism for capturing interesting patterns of usersystem interaction and a user modeling inference agent
driven by these rules. Externally defined rules represent
heuristics, which link interesting navigational patterns
with sets of changes to be applied on the user model if
an occurrence of the pattern is detected. The inference
process overview is depicted in Fig. 3.
We evaluated the combination of described data collection and user model inference in different application domains – online job offers (project NAZOU, nazou.fiit.
stuba.sk) and digital libraries and scientific publications
(project MAPEKUS, mapekus.fiit.stuba.sk). We performed an experiment in the job offers domain with hypothesis that the effort required to retrieve desired job
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Figure 2: Web-based IS architecture of the personalized presentation layer.
offer will decrease if the user uses the system for a longer
period time or revisit the system. The hypotheses was
proved as we indeed observed lower click count in the revisiting user session compared to the first one indicating
successful adaptation via navigational shortcuts based on
the user model acquired during the first session (which
was still updated in the second session). Moreover, the
initially identified characteristics were reinforced in the
second session while only few new ones were found indicating consistent user behaviour (i.e., good estimation of
characteristics on the same search goals).
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representation of the domain (which is the Web) – we need
to acquire metadata about any web document visited by
the users. The Semantic Web, which would be a natural candidate for such metadata, cannot be used for this
purpose as there is still not (and probably never will be)
enough of heavyweight semantics present on the Semantic
Web when compared to the normal Web [22, 16]. Therefore, we need to rely on a lightweight conceptualization,
which can be discovered automatically by machines and
which can benefit also from knowledge emerging in online social systems (e.g., knowledge encoded within folksonomies).
Our user model is defined as a hypergraph H := ⟨V, E⟩,
with a set of vertices V = A ∪ P ∪ T and P ∩ T =
∅, A ∩ P = ∅, A ∩ T = ∅ and a set of binary edges
E = {(a, p, t) | a ∈ A, p ∈ P, t ∈ T }, where A represents
a set of user accesses to pages A = {a1 , ...ak }, P represents
a set of pages P = {p1 , ..., pl } and T represents a set of
terms T = {t1 , ..., tm }. Pages and terms can be considered
as a lightweight domain model, while user accesses add
user model overlay on the top of it.

Changes
references
Rules
Domain
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Figure 3: Overview of user characteristics acquisition process. Data from presentation tools and
client-side logging are stored in a database of user
actions. LogAnalyzer tries to detect (1) occurrences of predefined patterns and optionally stores
intermediate results (2). The heuristics associated
with the detected pattern (3) predict the update
of characteristics stored in a user model (4).

4.2 Term-based User Modeling for “wild” Web adaptation
If we want to employ a model for the purpose of personalization in such a vast and dynamic environment as the
whole Web is, we need to create a universal and flexible

Such a term-based user model holds mainly facts, evidence of user accesses to web pages along with lightweight
conceptualization of those web pages and implicit feedback indicators informing about user’s interests. The
main purpose of this model is to serve as a basis for virtual communities detection, which would allow for employment of community-based personalization to enhance
the browsing experience. However, terms stored within
the model can serve also as an indicator of user interests, supposing that as the time flows, the terms which
represent user interests occur more often than the others.

4.2.1 Terms Acquisition
Our approach to terms acquisition follows the standard
process for web document modeling [20] divided into two
stages:
1. document pre-processing,
2. actual term extraction
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In document-preprocessing stage, first an HTML page is
processed in order to strip-off all the HTML markup and
leave only main textual content, omitting navigational
parts, banners etc. Second, the text is translated into
English (if it is not already in this language) as majority
of available extractors work only with English texts.
The second step, actual term extraction, is performed by
invoking and combining results of different term
extractors providing relevant terms for given text or
URL. These extractors could be either online web
services available through different kinds of API (usually
REST-based) such as OpenCalais (opencalais.com)
or Alchemy (alchemyapi.com) or locally invoked
algorithms and libraries.
We realized the method within our enhanced proxy platform, already mentioned in section 3.2. Figure 4 depicts the complete term-based user modeling process with
client-side logging and on-the-fly metadata (term) extraction.
We conducted an experiment on a small dataset of
English and other language web-pages (having a
representative of technical and non-technical texts and
different writing styles) to evaluate efficiency of different
available extractors. There is no clear winner among the
evaluated extractors and it seems that they are, in
effect, mutually eliminating their weakness, which means
that they could be effectively used in a combination. For
instance, when pure NLP oriented approaches fails, the
semantically-enhanced services such as OpenCalais or
tagthe.net are able to achieve fair results and vice versa.
More details can be found in [3].
In order to evaluate the user modeling process in real
world conditions, we developed an enhanced proxy server,
which allows for realization of advanced operations on the
top of requests flowing from a user and responses coming
back from the web servers all over the Internet and a set
of personalization tools – proxy plugins, which take advantage of term-based user model to deliver personalized
surfing experience.
One of the plugins was enhancing the google search engine service by disambiguating search queries according
to user context [18]. Apart from ordinary search results,
it was also providing results coming from optimized and
disambiguated queries. This time, we used term-based
user models as a basis for construction of social networks
and virtual communities of proxy users. We observed
that users clicked and stayed on the results coming out
from the extended queries in 54.7% of cases, which is
a significant improvement against normal googling pattern of our users without any recommendations, where
they stayed only on 27.4% of all clicked results, which
mean that our recommendations were meaningful. As
the whole search optimization was driven by automatically constructed open corpus user model using terms extracted from the visited web-pages, we can conclude that
our approach is able to extract useful metadata from the
web pages, produce a good enough user models which provide good basis for ad-hoc virtual communities creation
and subsequent community-based personalization.

4.2.2 Term Hierarchy Creation
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When considering term-based user models in a (term- or
tag-based) Web 2.0 environment, we are facing the need
to be able to compare various terms, tags and keywords.
We might need to compare user characteristics or even
whole user models, represented by terms, to find similarities between users, which could serve for user model
maintenance as well as for more complex tasks such as
online community creation or recommending. We might
also need to compare the domain items represented by
terms (e.g., a web page) in order to evaluate the explicit
or implicit feedback and update the user model appropriately.
The raise of the tagging systems naturally provoked increase of interest in analysis of folksonomy data among
researchers. We are aware of various approaches in deriving additional knowledge from folksonomies for different
purposes. We believe that relationships between keyword
and tags coming out of a folksonomy have a great potential for user modeling purposes, as the relationships are
based on users’ point of view – on the real usage of these
tags and not on an artificially created linguistic knowledge.
We proposed a method for finding relationships between
tags [1], which combines three distinct approaches:
1. Deriving of parent-child relationships between tags
from a given folksonomy.
2. Determining similarity between tags by applying
spreading activation on the top of the folksonomy
graph.
3. Interconnecting tags by additional semantic relationships as well as enriching the whole tag corpus
by adding external keywords; both coming from the
Wordnet lexical database.
The proposed approach to creation of hierarchy from a
folksonomy hypergraph is based on a rather simple assumptions of set theory, similarly to [21]. However, Mika
does not take into account contextual conditions nor popularity of the tags. It seems that it was performing acceptably only on a small chosen domain (such as keywords
related to semantic web).
We evaluated the approach on datasets of two popular
online folksonomies – one obtained from delicious bookmarking site (http://delicious.com) and the other from
a system for tagging and searching for scholarly papers
CiteULike (http://citeulike.org).
We executed the algorithm for deriving parent-child
relationships between tages several times on both
folksonomies with different thresholds for establishing or
discarding a relationship and were observing the
resulting trees. The manual inspection of resulting
hierarchies proved the viability of our approach, where
meaningful relations between keywords were created,
which would definitely provide a good basis for a
tag-based user modeling. The quality of the result
depends highly on the configuration of the algorithm.
The proposed method has even broader potential, as our
representation of user model, holding all evidence of user
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Figure 4: User Modeling process based on an enhanced proxy platform.
actions while surfing on the Web, is similar to folksonomy hypergraphs coming from social bookmarking systems. By applying the method on the logs of user actions,
we can directly reveal the hidden relationships between
different users as well as pages and their terms.

5. Conclusions and Contributions
We need to get used to a fact that the we need a machine assistance in order to work with large amount of dynamically changing information efficiently. Only machineperformed personalization allows us to keep pace with
increasing amount of information. The majority of the
current Web is however built using “one-size-fits-all” principle without any kind of personalization. Even more,
those web-based systems, which are in effect personalized
are often based on their proper models without any real
possibilities to share and reuse user-related information
across the Web.
In this thesis, we proposed methods which bring novel
approaches to user modeling process. We focused on an
open corpus user modeling, an approach which handles
vast and dynamic information spaces such as the web is.
Our main goals were to alleviate incorporation of the user
modeling process into legacy web-based systems by extending a standard presentation layer by a user modeling sub-layer. Next, we were looking for solutions, which
would bring the personalized experience to the ordinary
everyday browsing on the Web by ubiquitous user and
community modeling.
More specifically, we proposed and evaluated
• a method for comprehensive logging of user activity
on the Web with preserved semantics. The method
was published in Computing and Informatics journal [4], where we defined principles of turning the
presentation layer of a web-based system into an
adaptive one and presented a use case on the application of job offer portal.
• a method for capturing logs of “wild” Web surfing
based on a specialized proxy sever. The method

was presented at international WWW/Internet 2010
conference [3] where we showed how we can achieve
a valid term-based model by combining various approaches to terms extraction.
• a method for open corpus user model inference
based on rules expressing navigational patterns.
The method was published in Computing and
Informatics journal [4], where we showed how user
model can be build and maintained regardless of
the chosen application domain, considering only
user’s navigation.
• a method for term-based open corpus user modeling, which can be applied to capture user’s interest across the third-party web-sites and web-based
systems. The method was presented at international User Modeling, Adaptation and Personalization conference, UMAP 2010 [18], where we showed
how a term-based user model with implicit interest
indicators can server as basis for virtual communities detection. We showed a potential of such virtual communities to deliver efficient personalization
while surfing the “wild” Web on a use case of a personalized search engine.
• a method for finding relations between terms,
which supports our term-based user modeling
approach, based on folksonomies. The method
was presented at International Conference on
Collective Computational Intelligence, ICCCI
2009 [1], where we showed how a set theory
approach applied on a folksonomy can reveal
hierarchical relationships between terms.
The proposed methods represent a contribution in the
field of user modeling for adaptive web-based systems,
more specifically in all parts of the user modeling process.
New method for logging of user activity with preserved
semantics combined with proposed method for rule-based
user model inference allows for straightforward transformation of user’s clickstream within the web-based system
into a set of user model updates. More, the method can
be setup to make very quick initial estimates of the user
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model according to the defined navigational patterns and
is thus useful for both user model maintenance and initialization, to reduce cold-start problem.
We believe that social-based personalization is the key to
finally deliver ubiquitous personalized experience to every website. We do not need to completely “understand”
the content, but rely on behavior of visitors to distinguish
what is interesting and what is not. However, we need to
“understand” the content to the extent that allows us to
cluster visitors accessing the content into virtual communities, to find users with similar interests so that they can
mutually benefit from their community wisdom. This is
exactly what we were aiming at by proposing the methods grouped around term-based user modeling, plugged
in our specialized proxy server. They contribute to ubiquitous user modeling and open up various possibilities for
community-based personalization.
The importance of new methods for open corpus personalization is even more visible, if we realize that traditional
closed corpus web-based systems are being replaced by
the systems driven by Web 2.0 principles. The most important one from our point of view is the support for
user-generated content, which eliminates the difference
between the roles of a Web producer and a Web consumer.
Majority of web-based systems are thus becoming opencorpus and cannot directly apply traditional methods and
techniques for closed corpus user modeling.
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